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Abstract

Outsourcing means ownership or rent, management and user transmission of one type of
operation of a certain company whose core-business is not that to another company bearing that busi-
ness as the core one. That kind of operation and management relationship among certain activities in
this work paper is described between companies of public, services and industrial sector and out-
sourcing company for energy supply. Benefits and barriers of outsourcing company for energy supply
in Croatia are discussed.
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1. Outsourcing companies for energy supply

During the 90's of the last century outsourcing as a type of business operation or
business activity is becoming popular and acceptable to enormous number of companies all
around the world. Outsourcing (out-of-source) means ownership or rent, management and
user transmission of one type of operation of a certain company whose core-business is not
that to another company bearing that business as the core one. Outsourcing company for
energy supply invests in modernization of energy system and in education of staff took from
the company which out sources its energy business activity. The procedure of energy busi-
ness activity transmission, access and management from the one to the other company resus-
citate when all conditions of contract are gone to be approved by both parts. This contract.
can be short-dated or long-dated.

Companies specialized to running different types of energy business activities are
immanent since the earlier commercial energy exploitation. These companies are coal, oil,
gas and power utility companies which core-businesses are to product, transfer, distribute
and to supply the customers with coal, oil, gas and electricity. These customers are the com-
panies from public, services and industrial sectors including households. Local power utili-
ties are specialized to supply the companies and households with electricity while the local
communal companies are mostly in charged to supply the customers with heat and water.
Gas is distributed by gas distributors or communal companies. All these companies' duties
are the planning, managing and maintenance the networks, corresponding installations and
equipments.

Companies of public, services and industrial sectors are heat and power consumers
simultaneously but in the different ratios. Industrial companies usually demand steam or hot
water for technological processes, while public and services companies are the hot water
consumers. In Croatia it is often that industrial companies are supplied with heat produced
in their own heating plants or boiler houses consuming gas, (heavy, medium or light) oil or
biomass (agricultural and wood-processing companies) while they purchase electricity from
power utility. •

In Croatia industrial companies were transcending from social to state property
while the process of transcending from state to private property still last. Private own com-
panies are forming into holding groups with a lot of limited liability companies (LTD) as
their daughter companies. Departments of energy, operating and maintenance are often con-
verted in one of these LTD companies which core-businesses are to supply the rest of hold-
ing group with heat, electricity, water, compressed air and to repair and maintenance the
parts of energy system and machine park as well.

Daughter company responsible for operating and maintenance energy system and
machine park which has no enough knowledge and more often capital to rise energy effi-
ciency in its own energy system can offer cooperation to an outsourcing company special-
ized for designing, developing, financing and maintenance such a system. The expectation
from .an outsourcing company is quality, efficiency and economical attractive energy, water
and compressed air supplying in a company and its daughter companies.

Outsourcing company suggests to the board of industrial company as a potential
client one of few possibilities how to transfer-energy business activity. But this outsourcing
company cannot take over the machine park maintenance since this activity is not familiar
to it. If potential client would accept proposal from outsourcing company, it has to be ful-
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filled next conditions:
- positive results and references on professional and services adequacy of out-

sourcing company,
- outsourcing company readiness for energy system modernization and improve-

ments with already prepared solutions,
- professional, quality and complete, services of outsourcing company through the

whole contract term between it and the company-client,
- reliable heat and power supplying of the company-client through each year of

contract term,
- offering and ensuring lower costs of heat and power (including water and com-

pressed air) for the company-client through contract term unless price of fuels which supply
company-client would not rise in that period.

Investing in a complete revitalization of energy system or cogeneration plant instal-
lation requires higher total capital investment. It is for an expectation that payback period of
capital invested in such a project will be longer. It is in interest of outsourcing company to
make longer lasted contract with the company-client. Outsourcing company would also
offer to company-client a proposition to implement and finance cost-savings energy effi-
ciency project in all its units or daughter companies. Energy production, distribution and
supplying (inc. water and comp'ressed air) will be monitored via energy management incor-
porated in the outsourcing company object. Physical nearness between company-client's
units and the outsourcing company object is necessary.

Other heat and power consumers from other neighboring companies can be locat-
ed close to energy system of outsourcing company. These companies can be also the poten-
tial clients of the outsourcing company interested in purchasing heat and power. These
potential clients would negotiate with outsourcing company in the similar way as with first
so-called master company-client. The scheme of energy supplying by outsourcing company
to the master company-client, its daughter companies and neighboring companies-clients is
shown on the figure 1.

Outsourcing company will start to investigate ownership structure, economical and
commercial capability of master company-client just after fulfilling all conditions to the
master company-clients. Master company-client and neighboring company-clients as well
are due to enclose their own financial overviews including overviews of their auditors. This
investigation process is called due diligence. The result of this investigation is to see the reli-
ability of potential client as a customer needed to identify the level of investment risk. Due
diligence will be applied also to other neighbors companies.

Outsourcing company can be profitable if produce and sell energy to the clients
with planned and realized profits. Revenues of sold energy to the clients have to be higher
than expenses of fuel, capital, operating and maintenance, using public grid and mainte-
nance the peak or the back-up boilers.

2. Benefits and barriers
Profit realized by selling heat and power to the clients can be achieved if out-

sourcing company is going to install cogeneration plant which advantages are waste heat uti-
lizing, appreciation of primary energy apropos fuel and the absence of electricity losses
inside clients' power network.
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Fig. 1. The scheme of energy supplying by outsourcing company to
the companies-clients

It'll be ideally that cogeneration plants operate insularly without grid connection.
Unfortunately, one of their disadvantages are electricity production highly depended on heat
production so the demands of heat and power consumers cannot be always harmonized.

Although in Croatia is brought the package of energy laws which are basically and
partly adapted to EU Directives, in a drafted phase are still next bylaws:

• Ordinance on the expenses of connecting new energy subjects and customers to
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the public grid,
• Ordinance on efficient energy utilization, ---- .
• (Redefined) ordinance on renewable sources of energy,
• Ordinance on the conditions for obtaining the status of a privileged electricity

producer, if annually consumes more than 40 GW h.
It can be expected that new bylaws will also include the status of cogeneration

plants as the privileged electricity producer.
Acceptation of cogeneration plants which refer to independent, decentralized and

privileged electricity producer will depend on the opening up electricity market in both EU
member countries and Croatia. 100% opened electricity market can be found in Austria
(since 2001), Germany (since 1999), Netherlands (since 2003), United Kingdom (since
1998), Spain (since 2003), Finland (since 1997), Sweden (since 1998) and Denmark (since
2003), while in 2007 it will be full open in Belgium and Ireland. Only in France, Italy and
Greece the date of full open electricity market is not yet determined.

United Europe implies united power grid. European Commission is already work-
ing on extension, modifications and completion of existed directives together with experts
in the energetic fields. One of these directives is known as Directive 2004/8/EC of^the
European Parliament and of the Council of 11 February 2004 on the promotion of cogener-
ation based on a useful heat demand in the internal energy market and amending Directive
92/42/EEC. It is important to emphasize from this Directive:

- Declaration of standardized rules on technical adoption of the new electricity pro-
ducers to the power grid,

- Providing detailed information about the expenses of connecting new electricity
producer to the public grid,

- Conducting cost-sharing of the devices and the auxiliary equipments installation
necessary for connecting new electricity producers to the power grid operators such as
Transmission System Operator (TSO) and Distributive System Operator (DSO).

TSO and DSO business transactions and management should be unbounded from
electricity production, trading and supplying. So it is suggested annexes to the existed
Directive on electric energy (96/92/EC) which consider a principle of Third Party Access
(TPA) such as the new electricity producers. TSOs and DSOs from EU countries will ensure
TPA to the grid without discrimination but with grid tariffs ex ante brought by Energy
Council.

Croatian Energy Regulatory Council has already defined grid tariffs which obtain
costs of grid usage and costs of grid balance. It is presumed that new independent electric-
ity producers should be charged by these grid tariffs wherever electricity is produced in the
cogeneration plants, but the state's institutions has to be those one which will grant the elec-
tricity produced in such plants. At the end of 2003 Croatian Fund for Environmental
Protection and Energy Efficiency was established. One of the Fund's directions is to encour-
age the electricity production in the cogeneration plants and from the renewable energy
sources.

In Croatia has already existed Law on Natural Gas Market (Official Gazettes
68/2001). According to the one of this Law's act, owners of the cogeneration plants are priv-
ileged natural gas consumers but only if they're connected to the main natural gas pipeline.
Other question is: if the master company out sources its energy business activities to out-
sourcing company by property or rental, is it possible then to purchase electricity from this
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outsourcing company since the master company annually consumes electricity less than 40
GW h? The same question is referring to neighbors companies-clients? In Croatian legisla-
tion outsourcing business transaction is not completely defined yet.
Conclusions

Generally, master companies as the clients outsourcing companies can achieve
next:

- Non-core business unloading and stronger concentration to its core-business
development,

- Ensured and quality heat and power supplying provided by outsourcing compa-
nies,

- Significant lower costs of heat and power would result with higher profits to mas-
ter companies-clients.

Neighbors companies can also deal with an outsourcing company which can
achieve similar serviceability as master company.

Outsourcing companies generate profits of selling heat and power, they wide
spread their own businesses around and they enhance the number of references. For an out-
sourcing company it is also important to recognize its potential clients and their surround-
ings, to investigate all possibilities and aptitudes for its own action.

The main barriers to realize projects by outsourcing company in Croatia are from
legislative and bureaucracy nature. In 2001 Laws on Energy was passed by Croatian
Parliament. This Law is now closer to EU energy directives but it has no practical valuation
as a lot of corresponded bylaws and technical regulatory rules are missing in it. There is no
visible strategy how to apply all these Laws on Energy in practical mode. Croatian public
utility "Hrvatska elektroprivreda" (HEP) has been just restructured or partly unbounded
transforming itself into HEP Group Holding. This new Group has several limited liability
daughter companies including HEP-Production, HEP-Transmission, and HEP-Distribution.
Slowness of legal institutions and bureaucracy to bring bylaws on energy which would
effect on non-discriminatory respect to third party (for instance outsourcing companies)
apparently let HEP to remain monopolist into Croatian power sector.

Outsourcing company wjth mission to install cogeneration plant and to implement
cost-savings energy efficiency project both in master company-client and neighbor compa-
nies-clients is resulted with next privileges:

- Local, reliable and diversified heat and power supplying,
- Reduced fuel consumption,
- Reduced greenhouse gas emissions,
- Reduced electricity losses,
- Providing more local technical companies to be engaged in project,
- Education of staff in all companies-clients and employment of young experts.

With shown approach of the independent and decentralized energy systems man-
aging by outsourcing companies, it would effect on less demands of energy from centralized
power plants and district heating networks. This would result with more ensure energy sup-
plying in companies-clients, public grid would be unloaded and the state would be less
dependent on fossil fuels imports.
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